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ABSTRACT
Hybrid control system composed of a base isolation system and a magneto-rheological
damper so-called smart base isolation is one of effective semi-active control system in
controlling the seismic response of structures. In this paper, a design method is proposed for
designing the smart base isolation system in order to achieve an effective performance under
multiple earthquakes. The base mass, the base stiffness and the weighting parameter of
H2/linear quadratic Gaussian control algorithm, which is used to determine the desired
control force, have been considered as the design variables and different earthquake records
have been considered as design earthquakes. First, the optimum values of these variables
under each of the considered earthquakes have been determined by using the genetic
algorithm and then, an optimum control system has been designed with multiple
earthquakes-based design approach. The defined design objective is minimizing the peak
base drift while the peak inter-story drift has been constrained. For numerical simulation,
smart base isolation system is designed for controlling a four-story shear frame. The results
show that when the control system designed for a specific earthquake is subjected to another
earthquake, difference between the performance of this control system and the optimal case
under that earthquake is considerable. Hence, the specific earthquake-based design approach
is an inappropriate design procedure for smart base isolation. Also, it has been found that
control system designed based on multiple earthquakes-based design approach shows
effective performance in controlling the response of structure under a wide range of
earthquakes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of using different structural control systems in combination together is solving
some drawbacks of control systems. Base isolation systems are one of the most effective
control systems for controlling the structures against the seismic loadings while the isolated
structures mainly experience large drift at the base that can cause serious instabilities in the
structure. Different control systems have been employed in combination with the base
isolation system in order to solve this drawback and mitigate the base drift. These control
systems can be categorized into three types, such as passive [1], semi-active and active [2-4]
control systems, based on their adaptability capabilities during the loading. Semi-active
control systems are taken into consideration rather than other systems due to capabilities of
adaptability and operation with low external supply power. Different semi-active control
systems, such as magneto-rheological (MR) damper, variable friction system [5], variable
orifice damper [6-8] and piezoelectric friction damper [9], have been studied along the base
isolation system.
The most researches conducted in this field have been used MR dampers as supplemental
control system [10-13], because these dampers have been commercialized by different
companies. MR damper is a semi-active control system which its dynamical properties can
be adapted to different conditions by changing the applied voltage [14-16]. The hybrid
control system of base isolation and MR damper has been also called smart base isolation
(SBI) system. Some of advantages of adding MR damper to the base isolation are achieving
a significant reduction in the base drift [17-19] and the capability of adapting both near-field
and far-field earthquakes [20]. Increasing the seismic responses of superstructure, such as
the inter-story drift and the story acceleration, with respect to passive base isolation (PBI)
system without MR damper can be noted as disadvantage of using SBI system [19,21-22].
In order to solve this problem and obtain the best possible design, optimal design of SBI
seems necessary. Researches conducted to this end can be classified into two groups based
on the considered design variables. In the first group, the studies have focused on optimally
designing the control algorithm for the SBI system. Ramallo et al. [18] designed the control
algorithm based on try and error for minimizing the base drift with no accompanying
increase in the base shear of superstructure. Mohebbi and Dadkhah [23] designed the control
algorithm with considering a linear combination of the base drift and acceleration as design
objective. In the second group, in addition to the control algorithm, the characteristics of the
base isolation system have been also considered as design variables. Mohebbi et al. [24]
demonstrated that the characteristics of the base isolation system can significantly affect on
the seismic response of structure controlled by the SBI system. They optimally determined
both the weighting parameter of control algorithm and the characteristics of the base
isolation system while the optimization design problem had been solved for a specific
earthquake record.
As noted, the limited studies have been carried out on the optimal design of the SBI
system and also in these studies, the effect of earthquake record on the design results has
been not considered. Hence in this paper, different earthquake records are considered as
design earthquake and first the SBI system is designed optimally for each of the considered
earthquakes, separately. Then the inefficiency of the specific earthquake-based design
approach is demonstrated under the multiple earthquakes. Finally, a multiple earthquakes-
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based optimum design method is proposed for designing the SBI system in order to achieve
the best possible design under a wide range of earthquakes.

2. SMART BASE ISOLATION MODEL
SBI has been composed of a base isolation system and a MR damper located at the base. The
considered base isolation is mainly a low-damping rubber bearing, which has a linear
behavior even until shear strains above 100% [25-26]. Low construction cost and large base
drift can be noted as advantage and disadvantage of this system, respectively. Because MR
damper effectively reduces the base drift, the low-damping rubber bearing is the best option
for combining with MR damper. To simulate this base isolation system, one degree of
freedom, which its parameters are dependent of the characteristics of the base isolation, is
added to the dynamic model of fixed-base structure. It can be found from the results of
previous researches that the structure controlled by SBI system experiences a linear behavior
under the seismic loadings. So, it is assumed that the controlled structure has the linear
behavior during the seismic loadings. The equation of motion of structure equipped with the
SBI system can be written as:

M s x  Cs x  K s x  f  M s xg

(1)

where Ms, Ks and Cs are the mass, stiffness and damping matrices of system, , x is the
displacement vector of the structure relative to the ground, Γ = [-1 0]T shows the installed
location of MR damper, f is the force applied by MR damper, Λ is a unity vector and xg is
the ground acceleration.
The equation of motion should be rewritten in the state-space form to implement the
control algorithm. The rewritten equation can be found in Mohebbi et al. [24], in more detail.
As noted in the SBI system, a MR damper is installed between the base isolation and the
ground. MR damper is a semi-active damper which its behavior can be adjusted by changing
the applied voltage. The behavior of this damper is strongly nonlinear and the different
studies have been conducted to simulate the MR damper behavior [27-30]. Spencer et al.
[31] proposed a modified Bouc-Wen model for effectively simulating the MR damper
behavior. This modified Bouc-Wen model, which its mechanical model has been shown in
Fig. 1, is used for predicting the MR damper force.

Figure 1. Simple mechanical model of the MR damper
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According this model, the applied force is determined as [31]:

f  az  c0 ( x  y )  k0 ( x  y)  k1 ( x  x0 )

(2)

f  c1 y  k1 ( x  x0 )

(3)

or equivalently

z   x  y z z
y 

n1

n

  ( x  y ) z  A( x  y )

1
{az  c0 x  k 0 ( x  y)}
c1  c0

(4)
(
5)

where k1 and c1 respectively represent the stiffness and the viscous damping, k0 and c0 are
respectively present to control the stiffness and the viscous damping at the large velocities,
x0 is the initial displacement of damper, and the parameters n, γ, β and A are used to define
the shape of hysteresis loops.
As noted, the MR damper force is dependent of the applied voltage. Spencer et al. [31]
presented the following equations to determine the parameters of the modified Bouc-Wen
model based on the voltage:

a  a(u)  aa  ab u
c1  c1 (u)  c1a  c1b u
c0  c0 (u)  c0a  c0b u

(6a)
(6b)
(6c)

where u is given as the output of a first-order filter given by:

u   (u  V )

(7)

where V is the voltage and η is a constant modulus.

3. CONTROL ALGORITHM
A control algorithm should be designed to implement the semi-active or active control
systems in the adaptive form. H2/linear quadratic Gaussian (H2/LQG) controller is a
feedback control algorithm, which has been widely used for controlling the semi-active
control systems [32-33], and is employed as primary controller in order to determine the
desired control force in this paper. Because of the intense nonlinear behavior of MR damper,
the voltage can not be determined such that the MR damper force is equaled to the desired
control force. On the other hand, the force capacity of MR damper does not permit applying
a desired control force more than a specific level. Hence, the utilization of the secondary
controller is essential for controlling the SBI system. Clipped-optimal control algorithm is
used to make MR damper force track the desired control force. The voltage is determined by
this controller at each time step as [34]:
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(8)

Vmax is the maximum voltage of MR damper, and H{.} is the Heaviside step function.
According to properties of this function, the voltage is set to zero or Vmax. fc is desired
control force determined by H2/LQG control algorithm. In this algorithm, the desired force
is obtained by minimizing the following cost function [34]:

J  lim   

1





E[  ( z T (t )Qz(t )  rf c2 )dt]
0

(9)

where Z is the state vector, Q and r are respectively the weighting matrix and the weighting
parameter that the desired control force and the performance of SBI are dependent of these
weightings. Mohebbi et al. [24] showed the effect of the weighting parameters on the
seismic response of structure equipped with the SBI. The researches have been conducted
for optimally determining the weighting parameters to control the SBI [18-19,24]. In this
paper, the weighting parameters are considered as design variables which will be optimized
by the GA.
The correlation between the clipped-optimal and H2/LQG control algorithms has been
shown in Fig. 2. The equations of H2/LQG controller and parameters defined in this figure
have been presented in Mohebbi et al. [24], in more detail.

Figure 2. Diagram of clipped-optimal control algorithm

4. OPTIMAL SMART BASE ISOLATION
The structures equipped with the SBI may be subjected under different earthquake records
during their life time. Therefore, the effect of different earthquakes should be considered in
the design process of SBI in order to achieve the best possible design under multiple
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earthquakes. To this end, a multiple earthquakes-based optimum design method is proposed
for designing the SBI system. To illustrate the efficiency of proposed design method, the
control system has been also designed for each of the considered earthquakes, separately.
4.1 Specific earthquake-based optimum design
In this case, an optimum design problem is defined for designing SBI system under a
specific earthquake while the weighting parameter of control algorithm and the
characteristics of the base isolation system have been defined as the design variables.
Mohebbi et al. [24] demonstrated that the optimum response of structure controlled by SBI
system is independent of the weighting matrix Q and only the optimal value of r changes
with changing Q. The characteristics of the base isolation system, which can be considered
as design variables, are the base mass mb, the base stiffness kb and the base damping cb.
Because the low-damping rubber bearing has been used as base isolation system, its
damping ratio is defined 2% of the critical damping in the isolated mode and cb is
determined as:
n

cb  ccr  0.02  2 k b (mb   mi )
i 1

(10)

where ξ is the damping ratio, ccr is the critical damping, mi is the mass of ith floor and n is
the number of stories.
As noted, MR damper is added to the base isolation system for controlling the base drift
while the response of isolated structure may be increased [19,21-22]. Therefore, the design
objective is defined minimizing the base drift while a constraint has been applied on the
response of superstructure. The seismic response of structure controlled by passive base
isolation (PBI) system without MR damper has been considered as the constraint level.
Hence, the optimization problem for a specific earthquake can be defined as
Find

P  (mb , k b , r )

(11a)

f  max( d b )

(11b)

minimize

subject to

g1 

max( d1 , d 2 ,..., d n ) SBI
1  0
max( d1 , d 2 ,..., d n ) PBI

(11c)

where db and di are the base drift and the inter-story drift of ith floor, respectively. As seen, a
constraint has been considered for the response of structure such that the maximum interstory drift of structure controlled by SBI is less that of PBI. In addition to this constraint, mb
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is bounded on interval [0.7mf, 1.3mf] where mf is the floor mass and kb is constrained such
that the fundamental period of the isolated structure has a value on interval [3Tfixed,3(s)]
where Tfixed is the fundamental period of the fixed-base structure. These domains of the base
mass and the base stiffness have been considered because of the construction limitations and
the guidelines proposed by the previous researches and the design codes [35-36].
4.2 Multiple earthquake-based optimum design
In the previous subsection, the optimization design problem was defined for a specific
earthquake. In the numerical example section, it will be shown that the result of optimum
design is strongly dependent of the considered design earthquake. Hence, the SBI designed
for a specific earthquake can not be considered as a well-designed control system for the
multiple earthquakes. In this section, a multiple earthquakes-based optimum design method
is proposed for the design of SBI in order to achieve the best possible performance under a
wide range of earthquakes. In this method, the objective function and the constraint defined
in Eq. (11) is developed based on the average of responses under different earthquakes as
follow
Find

P  (mb , k b , r )

(12a)

minimize
m

max( d b ) j  SBI

j 1

max( d b ) j  PBI

f  (

)

(12b)

subject to

g1 

1 m max( d1 , d 2 ,..., d n ) j  SBI
1  0

m j 1 max( d1 , d 2 ,..., d n ) j  PBI

(12c)

where m is the number of earthquake records, the subscripts of j-SBI and j-PBI represent the
response of structure controlled by SBI and PBI under jth earthquake record, respectively.
For solving the defined optimization problems, GA has been employed and the problems
are first formulated as an unconstrained optimization design problem according to the
penalty method [37] as:

F (V )  f   max 0, g1 

(13)

where μ and β are GA constants that impose the penalty on the constraint of the objective
function. Selecting different values for these parameters may affect on the convergence
speed of GA runs but has no major effect on the final optimum results [38]. In the defined
penalty method, when the maximum inter-story drift of the structure controlled by SBI
exceeds that of PBI, g1 imposes a penalty term to the objective function. In this research, the
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parameters of μ and β have been selected as:

 1

and

  10 4

(14)

5. GENETIC ALGORITHM
GA is a method for solving the optimization problems that has been developed based on
principles inspired by natural genetics [39]. This optimization method has been known as a
powerful and robust algorithm in solving the complex and nonlinear optimization problems.
Hence, GA has been employed to solve different optimization problems in the structural
engineering such as the truss optimization problem [40], optimal design of multiple tuned
mass damper [41], stability analysis of gravity dams [42], and optimal locations of the
actuators for frame active control [43]. In this paper, the optimum design problems defined
in previous section are also solved by GA.
A GA starts with a randomly generated initial population of chromosomes and three
different operators are performed to obtain a better chromosome in next generation. Each
chromosome can be represented by the real-valued or binary codings that the real-valued
coding has been used for chromosome representation in this study. In order to guarantee a
better population in the next generation, the elite strategy is applied where a number of the
best chromosomes are transferred directly to the next generation. The total number of
population in each generation called the population size is important in GA implementation.
A low population size may cause inadequate computational accuracy and a high population
size will have a large computational cost. A range of 50-150 population size, which is
dependent of the number of variables, has been proposed to balance between the accuracy
and the computational cost [44]. Because of the existence of three design variables in this
study, the population size is set to 50. Basic genetic operators are selection, crossover, and
mutation which have been explained briefly.
(1) Selection operator
The selection operator is used to select the chromosomes from the current generation for
crossover. The selected chromosomes are considered as parents for generating the next
generation. The selection of the chromosomes is mainly performed based on the fitness
value of each chromosome. In this study, the fitness value is defined the rank of each
chromosome in the sorted objective function and the stochastic universal sampling method
[45] has been employed as the selection operator as:

P ( xi ) 

F ( xi )
N ind

F(x )

, i  1,2,..., N ind

(15)

i

i 1

where F(xi) is the fitness value of chromosome xi, P(xi) is probability of selection of xi and
Nind is the population size.
(2) Crossover operator
The new chromosomes for the next generation are produced by the crossover operator. In
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this paper, the method proposed by Mühlenbein and Schlierkamp-Voosen [46] has been
employed as the crossover operator. Two newborns are produced by combining the genes of
each pair of parents as follows:

O  P2   ( P2  P1 )

(16)

where P1 and P2 are the genes of parents, O is the newborn gene, and α is a scale factor
selected randomly on interval [-0.25,1.25].
(3) Mutation operator
In order to escape from the local optimum, using the mutation operator is essential. This
operator generates a newborn with the alteration of the genes of a chromosome. In this
study, the Gaussian mutation is used as mutation operator [47] and the mutation ratio, which
shows the number of parents selected for mutation, has been selected 4% of the population
size.

6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
The structure considered for numerical simulations is a four-story shear frame which its
properties have been presented in Table 1 [48]. The configuration as well as the matrices of
Ms, Ks and Cs of this structure can be found in Mohebbi et al. [24], in more detail.

Story
1
2
3
4

Table 1: Parameters of structure and base isolation
Floor masses (ton) Stiffness coefficients (MN/m) Damping coefficients (KN.s/m)
345
340
490
345
326
467
345
285
410
345
250
350

The parameters of modified Bouc-Wen model for MR damper used in this study have
been shown in Table 2 [49]. The capacity and the maximum voltage of this damper are 1000
(kN) and 10 (v), respectively.
Table 1: Modified Bouc-Wen model parameters of MR damper
Parameter
Value
Parameter
Value
c0a
110 kN.sec/m
aa
46.2 kN/m
c0b
114.3 kN.sec/m.V
ab
41.2 kN/m.V

k0
0.002 kN/m
164 m-2

c1a
8359.2 kN.sec/m
164 m-2
c1b
7482.9 kN.sec/m.V
A
1107.2
k1
0.0097 kN/m
n
2

x0
0
100 sec-1
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In this paper, numerical simulations have been performed using the program developed
MATLAB software. A comparison between the results of this program and the study of
Johnson et al. [17] has been conducted to validate the results of numerical simulations. This
validation, which has been presented in Mohebbi et al. [24], shows the acceptable accuracy
of the developed program. The numerical simulations of this research are conducted in the
following sections:
(a): specific earthquake-based optimum design for SBI
(b): assessment of specific earthquake-based design approach under other earthquakes
(c): multiple earthquakes-based optimum design for SBI
6.1 Specific earthquake-based optimum design for SBI
In this section, five earthquake records, which have been proposed by FEMA P695 [50] and
shown in Table 3, have been considered as the design earthquakes and the optimization
design problem defined in Eq. (11) is solved for each of these earthquakes using GA.
Table 2: Design earthquake records
Earthquake

MW

Year

Fault type

Station name

Duzce, Turkey
Hector Mine
Kobe, Japan
Superstition Hills
San Fernando

7.1
7.1
6.9
6.5
6.6

1999
1999
1995
1987
1971

Strike-slip
Strike-slip
Strike-slip
Strike-slip
Thrust

Bolu
Hector
Nishi-Akashi
Poe Road
LA - Hollywood Stor FF

Peak ground
acceleration (g)
0.73
0.34
0.50
0.45
0.21

The procedure of solving the optimization problem is explained briefly under Duzce
earthquake. For other earthquakes, the solution procedure is quite similar. The operators and
characteristics of GA have been defined as explained in section 5. The GA starts with an
initial population including 50 randomly generated vectors P(mb,kb,r) composed of the base
mass, the base stiffness and the weighting parameter. For each vector, the time history
analysis of structure is first performed during Duzce earthquake and its responses in terms of
the peak inter-story drift and the peak base drift are then determined. Finally, the objective
function is calculated for each vector using the penalty method. The vectors, which will be
considered as parents for the next generation, are selected using the selection operator for
crossover. The crossover operator generates the new vectors by mating the parents. Also in
the each generation, a number of the fittest sets (Nelites=5) are transferred directly to the next
generation as elite and two vectors mutated using the mutation operator are transferred to the
next generation. Three different runs of GA with different initial populations are performed
in order to ensure the achievement of the global minimum and the accuracy of the
optimization procedure. The convergence of the best objective functions in each generation
towards an optimum answer for different runs has been shown in Fig. 3. Although the
convergence speeds have been different for different funs, almost all runs result the same
optimum answer.
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10.6
10.4
Run 1
10.2

Run 2
Run 3

10
9.8
9.6
9.4
9.2
0

50

100

150

200

Generation Number

Figure 3. Convergence of the best objective functions towards the optimum answer for three
different runs of GA

The optimum design variables have been presented in Table 4 for the considered
earthquakes. As shown, the optimum values of design variables are different for each
earthquake. Hence, the earthquake record, considered as design earthquake, has significant
effect on the optimum design of SBI. The results of optimum designs as well as the peak
responses of structure uncontrolled and controlled by PBI have been shown in Table 5. The
properties of PBI have been designed according to the guidelines presented in the design
codes and previous researches [35-36]. The base mass mb=345 ton is taken equal to the mass
of floor and the base damping cb is determined using Eq. (10). The base stiffness kb is
designed such that the fundamental period of the isolated structure, which is determined by
Eq. (17), is almost triple the fundamental period of the fixed-base structure.
n

Tiso  2

m b   mi
i 1

(17)

kb

The natural periods of the vibrational modes are equal to 0.60, 0.22, 0.14 and 0.11 s for
the fixed-base structure. Hence, the base stiffness kb=21.3 MN/m is determined by Eq. (17)
for Tiso=30.6=1.8 s.

Design variables
mb (ton)
kb (MN/m)
r

Table 3: Optimum design variables
Duzce, Turkey Hector Mine Kobe, Japan
Superstition Hills
248.3
240.5
249.5
260.5
57.44
71.84
70.51
31.41
1.17E-13
1.91E-14
8.85E-21
1.63E-18

San Fernando
246.7
11.02
1.71E-19
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Earthquake
Duzce, Turkey
Hector Mine
Kobe, Japan
Superstition Hills
San Fernando

Peak inter-story drift (cm)
Fixed-base
PBI
Optimum SBI
8.62
1.93
1.75
2.54
1.59
1.43
3.39
1.03
1.03
3.36
0.66
0.65
1.98
0.36
0.36

Peak base drift (cm)
PBI
Optimum SBI
36.84
9.30
31.41
7.29
20.50
4.47
11.84
4.79
5.47
3.98

As shown in Table 5, the designed PBI effectively reduces the peak inter-story drift of
the fixed-base structure. As instance under Duzce earthquake, a reduction 77.6% in the peak
inter-story drift is achieved. In spite of the efficiency of PBI in reducing the inter-story drift,
the isolated structure experiences the large drift at the base, especially under strong ground
motion records such as Duzce and Hector Mine earthquakes. It can be found from the results
that the optimally designed SBI can significantly decrease the peak base drift of structure
controlled by PBI. As instance under Duzce and Hector Mine earthquakes, the peak base
drifts have been reduced about 74.8% and 76.8%, respectively. Also, the peak inter-story
drift of structure controlled by the optimum SBI has no increase with respect to PBI and the
constraint defined in the optimization design problem has been satisfied. Therefore, the
optimally designed SBI provides a high level of seismic safety in both the structure and the
control system.
5.2 Assessment of specific earthquake-based design approach under other earthquakes
In the previous section, the SBI was optimally designed for each of considered earthquakes,
separately and the performance of the designed SBI was evaluated under its design
earthquake. Because the controlled structures may be subjected to different earthquakes
during their life time, the performance of SBI designed for controlling the structure under a
specific earthquake is assessed under other earthquakes in this section. As shown in Table 4,
five different SBI systems were designed for the considered earthquakes. Each of these
designs is evaluated under other earthquakes that the results of this evaluation have been
presented in Figs. 4 and 5. These figures demonstrate the peak base drift and inter-story drift
of structure controlled by each of SBI systems designed based on a specific earthquake
under the considered earthquakes. Also, the peak responses of the structure controlled by
PBI have been shown under the considered earthquakes in these figures.
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25
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15
10
5
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Hector Mine Kobe, Japan Superstition San Fernando
Hills

PBI

Duzce-Based Design

Hector Mine-Based Design

Kobe-Based Design

Superstition Hills-Based Design

San Fernando-Based Design

Figure 4. Peak base drift for different specific earthquake-based designs
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2

1.5

1

0.5

0
Duzce,
Turkey

Hector Mine Kobe, Japan Superstition San Fernando
Hills

PBI

Duzce-Based Design

Hector Mine-Based Design

Kobe-Based Design

Superstition Hills-Based Design

San Fernando-Based Design

Figure 5. Peak inter-story drift for different specific earthquake-based designs
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In the first place, the considerable difference between the performances of different
designs can be found according to the results shown in Figs. 4 and 5. As instance under
Duzce earthquake, there is a 5.1 cm difference between the performances of SBI systems
designed based on the Duzce and San Fernando earthquakes. The comparison between the
performances of SBI systems is explained under Duzce and San Fernando earthquakes in
more detail while the same results can be found under other earthquakes.
(1) Duzce earthquake: Optimum design for this earthquake, which is the Duzce-based
design, gives the minimum peak base drifts as shown in Fig. 4. However, the SBI
systems optimally designed based on Hector Mine and Kobe earthquakes also result the
peak base drift close to the Duzce-based design. But it can be seen from Fig. 5 that the
Hector Mine and Kobe-based designs do not satisfy the constraint defined in the design
objective. As instance, when the SBI designed based on Hector Mine earthquake is
subjected under Duzce earthquake, there is a 20% increase in the peak inter-story drift
with respect to PBI.
(2) San Fernando earthquake: the results of optimum design for this earthquake have been
presented by San Fernando-based design as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. From Fig. 4, the SBI
systems designed based on other earthquakes give the peak base drift lower than this
optimum design. But the peak inter-story drifts of these designs are more than that of PBI
and adding MR damper to PBI diminishes the effective performance of PBI. As instance,
when the SBI designed based on Kobe earthquake is subjected under San Fernando
earthquake, there is a 84% increase in the peak inter-story drift with respect to PBI.
Therefore it can be concluded that a specific earthquake-based design cannot be an
appropriate approach for designing SBI and considering the multiple earthquakes is essential
in the design procedure.
6.3 multiple earthquakes-based optimum design for SBI
As noted, a multiple earthquakes-based optimum design has been proposed to design an
effective SBI under a wide range of earthquakes. To this end, an optimization design
problem has been defined based on the average of responses under the multiple earthquakes
as explained in section 4.2. In this section, this optimization problem is solved by GA for the
considered structure and earthquakes. The optimum values of the design variables
determined by GA are mb=245.7 ton, kb=40.82 MN/m and r=3.28E-22.
The average of reductions of the structural responses in terms of the peak base drift and
the peak inter-story drift under the considered earthquakes has been shown in Figs. 6 and 7
for the multiple earthquakes-based optimum design as well as the specific earthquake-based
optimum designs. The negative values presented in Fig. 7 show the increase in the peak
inter-story drift with respect to PBI. From the results, the optimum design method proposed
based the multiple earthquakes achieves a 62.3% reduction in the peak base drifts averagely
under the considered earthquakes while no increase is shown in the peak inter-story drift.
Although the Duzce, Hector Mine and Kobe-based designs result more reduction than the
multiple earthquakes-based design in the peak base drift, these specific earthquake-based
designs are leaded to the increase in the peak inter-story drift with respect to PBI. As
instance, a 25.9% increase in the peak inter-story drift with respect to PBI can be seen when
the SBI is designed based on Hector Mine earthquake. This increase causes questioning of
the main benefit and reason of using the base isolation systems and adding supplemental
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Reduction in Peak Base Drift (%)

MR damper to control base drift can not be justified with the existence of this increase.
Therefore, it can be concluded that under multiple earthquakes, the proposed design
method effectively guarantees the achievement of the greatest reduction in the peak base
drift with no increase in the peak inter-story drift. Although this objective design may be
achieved based on try and error, the main advantage of the proposed design method is its
computational efficiency, simplicity as well as being a systematic method.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a multiple earthquakes-based optimum design method has been proposed for
designing a smart base isolation system composed of a low-damping rubber bearing and a
MR damper. To this end, the design problem has been transformed into an optimization
problem which is solved by genetic algorithm. The main characteristics of smart base
isolation, such as the base mass, the base stiffness and the weighting parameter defined in
the controller, have been considered as design variables and the design objective has been
defined minimizing the base drift while the structural response in term of the inter-story drift
has been constrained. The reason of applying this constraint is increasing the response of
isolated structure when MR damper is added to base isolation for controlling the base drift.
For numerical simulation, the smart base isolation is designed for controlling a four-story
shear frame. It has been assumed that five earthquake records may be occurred based on the
seismic conditions of site and the smart base isolation system is designed under these
earthquakes. The control system has been first designed based on specific earthquake-based
design approach and the seismic performance of control system designed for a specific
earthquake has been then evaluated under other earthquakes. Finally the proposed multiple
earthquakes-based optimum design method has been implemented for designing smart base
isolation system. The results of specific earthquake-based design approach for different
earthquakes show that the optimum values of design variables are strongly dependent on the
design earthquake. Hence, the performance of each of the specific earthquake-based designs
under other earthquakes has significant difference with respect to the optimal design. As
instance, when the control system designed based on San Fernando earthquake is subjected
under Duzce earthquake, 55% increase in the peak base drift can be seen with respect to the
optimal design for Duzce earthquake. Therefore, the specific earthquake-based design can
not be an effective design approach for smart base isolation system. The results of proposed
design method based on multiple earthquakes show that this design procedure achieves
62.3% reduction in the peak base drifts averagely under the considered earthquakes while
the defined constraint has been satisfied effectively. Therefore, the proposed multiple
earthquakes-based optimum design method effectively guarantees the achievement of the
maximum reduction in the peak base drift with no increase in the peak inter-story drift.
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